Help Beethoven's unfortunate journey to the symphony hall by arranging his masterpieces in time for the big crescendo! Even when you're the preeminent musical genius of your generation, sometimes you just step in it. So begins Beethoven's trip to the symphony hall in today's musical puzzle, which Leon Hong created in collaboration with artist Nate Swinehart and engineers Jonathan Shneier and Jordan Thompson. It happens that our story isn't much of a stretch in the broader context of Ludwig van Beethoven's life, which saw more than its share of rotten luck. Ludwig's father, a middling singer of the voice of God as Want to Read: Want to Read saving…. To ask other readers questions about Beethoven and the Voice of God, please sign up. Be the first to ask a question about Beethoven and the Voice of God. Lists with This Book. This book is not yet featured on Listopia.
It is more like an odyssey into the collective unconscious of musical creation that provides highly innovative if idiosyncratic analysis of the great works of Beethoven and thereby musical genesis itself. The extra musical associations provided from the great works of poetry and literature are wielded with stunning psychic impact. And one hears these works newly embedded in a mythic and spiritual context. I highly recommend it for those who love charting waters of great depth and insight into the greatest composer. Read more. 3 people found this helpful. Paperback or Softback. Condition: New. Beethoven and the Voice of God. Book. Seller Inventory # BBS-9781904331230. More information about this seller | Contact this seller 18. Stock Image. Beethoven and the Voice of God. Mellers, Emeritus Professor of Music Wilfrid. Published by Travis & Emery Music Bookshop 2008-11-30 (2008).